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ABSTRACT 

Mobile banking is the latest developing technology which helps to simplify all financial transactions 

using android mobile phone.  The customers used the mobile banking services easily with their mobile.  This is 

more convenient to them.  This study focus on the customers’ perception towards mobile banking services in 

Tuticorin district. It gives the useful suggestions based on the findings to the banks. There are primary and 

secondary data used for this study.  Interview schedule is used for collecting primary data.  Lottery sampling 

method is used for selection of taluks in Tuticorin district and Convenient sampling technique is used for 

collecting primary data.  This study is conducted in the area of Tuticorin district.  The primary data was 

analysed with the various statistical tools like percentage, mean, standard deviation, and factor analysis.  This 

study gives the useful suggestions to the customers. Finally this study concluded that the maximum customers 

strongly agreed the various mobile banking services.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile banking is a service provided by a bank or other financial institution that allows its customers 

to conduct financial transactions remotely using a mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet. Mobile banking 

is the act of making financial transactions on a mobile device (cell phone, tablet, etc.). This activity can be as 

simple as a bank sending fraud or usage activity to a client’s cell phone or as complex as a client paying bills or 

sending money abroad. Advantages to mobile banking include the ability to bank anywhere and at any time.  

Mobile Banking replaces the computer with Mobile phone. Mobile usage has seen an explosive progress in most 

of the big cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai in India. The main reason that Mobile banking put 

back Internet Banking is that it enables 'Anywhere Anytime Banking in your hands'. Users don't need access to a 

computer device to access their bank accounts.  The large number of customers are using the mobile banking 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_transaction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_device
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services in the digital era.  This study clearly analysed that the customers’ perception about mobile banking 

services. 

1.2 Objectives of the study 

 To know about the mobile banking services 

 To evaluates the customers’ perception towards mobile banking services 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 The primary and secondary data used for this study.  

 Interview method is used for collecting primary data.  

 There are 200 samples were taken for this study in Tuticorin district.  

 Lottery sampling method is used for selection of taluks in Tuticorin district.  

 The four taluks were selected in Tuticorin district. Selected taluks are Kovilpatti, 

Ettayapuram, Vilathikulam and Thoothukudi in Tuticorin district.  

 The Convenient sampling technique is used for selecting the respondents.  

 There are 50 samples were selected from each selected taluks Kovilpatti, Ettayapuram, 

Vilathikulam and Thoothukudi in Tuticorin district. 

 There are various statistical tools used like percentage, mean, standard deviation and factor 

analysis. 

III. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

 The primary data was analysed here with the various statistical tools using SPSS package.  The 

customers’ perception about mobile banking services clearly examined in this part. 

Table 3.1 

Customer’s Perception about Benefits of Mobile Banking services 

S.No Benefits SA A M DA SDA Mean S.D 

1 
More convenient for payment 

transactions 
132 52 8 8 - 4.54 

.756 

2 
The every transactions can be easily 

access 
60 104 32 4 - 4.08 .798 

3 24x7 hours facility is available 88 72 34 6 - 4.22 .809 

4 
very safe and secure financial 

transactions system 
72 88 88 8 4 4.08 .915 

5 
Account history evaluation can be 

processed easily 
72 96 28 4 - 4.16 .786 

6 
The correct alert notification is 

provided punctually 
60 100 28 8 4 4.02 .885 

7 
Proper bill payment system is 

possible 
92 68 32 4 4 4.20 .919 
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8 
The money transactions can be 

process quickly 
96 60 36 8 - 4.22 .881 

9 The credit cards can be redeem  48 92 48 8 4 3.86 .897 

10 Free services are provided 60 56 64 12 8 3.74 1.076 

11. 
The finance can manage more 

efficiently 
84 60 56 - - 4.14 .827 

12. Mobile banking increase the status 88 72 28 8 4 4.16 .948 

13. Privacy policy is to be maintained 64 92 40 4 - 4.08 .772 

14. 
Minimum cost is enough to make 

the mobile banking transactions 
68 64 52 8 8 3.88 1.054 

15. 
The customer friendly and simple 

service 
68 92 24 12 4 4.04 .940 

16. 
All transactions can be maintained 

optimum accurately 
64 96 24 8 8 4.00 .982 

17. Need not go to the banks frequently 84 80 28 4 4 4.18 .890 

18. 
The customer care service is very 

useful 
60 96 28 16 - 4.00 .874 

19. 
Mobile phone is very familiar 

device 
96 76 20 - 8 4.26 .936 

20. 
Receive any modification 

information from the bank 
72 76 40 8 4 4.02 .951 

Source: Primary Data 

This table shows that the Customer’s Perception about benefits of Mobile Banking 

Services. More convenient for payment transactions got the mean score is 4.54, The every 

transactions can be easily access got the mean score is 4.08, 24x7 hours facility is available 

got the mean score is 4.22, Very safe and secure financial transactions system got the mean 

score is 4.08, Account history evaluation can be processed easily got the mean score is 4.16, 

The correct alert notification is provided punctually got the mean score is 4.02, Proper bill 

payment system is possible got the mean score is 4.20, The finance can manage more 

efficiently got the mean score is 4.14, Mobile banking increase the status got the mean score 

is 4.16, Privacy policy is to be maintained got the mean score is 4.08,The customer friendly 

and simple service got the mean score is 4.04, All transactions can be maintained optimum 

accurately got the mean score is 4.00, Need not go to the banks frequently got the mean score 

is 4.18, The customer care service is very useful got the mean score is 4.00, Mobile phone is 
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very familiar device got the mean score is 4.26 and  Receive any modification information 

from the bank got the mean score is 4.02The money transactions can be process quickly got 

the mean score is 4.22.  So they strongly agreed these benefits of mobile banking services. 

The credit cards can be redeem got the mean score is 3.86, Free services are provided 

got the mean score is 3.74, Minimum cost is enough to make the mobile banking transactions 

got the mean score is 3.88.  So they agreed these benefits of mobile banking services. 

Customers’ Perception about Mobile Banking Services – Factor analysis 

The various Benefits enjoyed by the mobile banking users.  This factor analysis tool 

evaluates that the Perception about the mobile banking services. 

Table 3.2 

Factor Analysis 

KMO and Bartlett’s Test 

 

 

 

 

 

The KMO measures the sampling adequacy (which determines if the responses given 

with the sample are adequate or not) which should be closed than 0.5 for a satisfactory factor 

analysis to proceed. Kaiser recommend 0.5 (value for KMO) as minimum (barely accepted), 

Looking at the table below, the KMO measure is 0.824, which is greater than of 0.5 and 

therefore can be barely accepted. 

Total Variance Explained 

Component 

Initial 

Eigenvalues 

Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Total 
% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% 
Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% 
Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% 

1 10.648 53.242 53.242 10.648 53.242 53.242 4.808 24.039 24.039 

2 1.308 6.539 59.782 1.308 6.539 59.782 4.068 20.342 44.381 

3 1.133 5.667 65.449 1.133 5.667 65.449 3.366 16.829 61.210 

4 1.091 5.457 70.905 1.091 5.457 70.905 1.939 9.695 70.905 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .824 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 3.529E3 

Df 190 

Sig. .000 
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5 .974 4.872 75.778       

6 .813 4.064 79.841       

7 .673 3.363 83.205       

8 .587 2.935 86.139       

9 .504 2.520 88.659       

10 .443 2.215 90.875       

11 .335 1.673 92.547       

12 .310 1.548 94.095       

13 .279 1.396 95.491       

14 .223 1.115 96.606       

15 .167 .833 97.439       

16 .149 .746 98.185       

17 .123 .615 98.801       

18 .110 .549 99.349       

19 .085 .427 99.777       

20 .045 .223 100.000       

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Rotated Component Matrix 

 Component 

1 2 3 4 

Mobile phone is very familiar device .752    

Proper bill payment system is possible .711    

Need not go to the banks frequently .673    

Account history evaluation can be processed 

easily 
.667    

The correct alert notification is provided 

punctually 
.654    

The customer friendly and simple service .633    

All transactions can be maintained optimum 

accurately 
.593    

The credit cards can be redeem  .535    

Privacy policy is to be maintained .533    
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Receive any modification information from the 

bank 
.504    

Free services are provided  .826   

The finance can manage more efficiently  .725   

The customer care service is very useful  .667   

Very safe and secure financial transactions 

system 
 .653   

Minimum cost is enough to make the mobile 

banking transactions 
 .606   

The money transactions can be process quickly  .533   

The every transactions can be easily access   .826  

More convenient for payment transactions   .791  

24x7 hours facility is available   .624  

Mobile banking increase the status    .874 

Extraction Method : Principal Component Analysis.  

Rotation Method  : Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

Rotation converged in 6 iterations. 

This table contains the rotated factor loadings (factor pattern matrix), which represent 

both how the variables are weighted for each factor but also the correlation between the 

variables and the factor.   

Factor I 

 Mobile phone is very familiar device is loaded highly on first factor is .752 and 

Proper bill payment system is possible loading factor is .711,  Need not go to the banks 

frequentlyloading factor is .673, Account history evaluation can be processed easily loading 

factor is .667, The correct alert notification is provided punctually loading factor is .654, the 

customer friendly and simple service loading factor is .633, All transactions can be 

maintained optimum accurately loading factor is .593, The credit cards can be redeem 

loading factor is .535, Privacy policy is to be maintained loading factor is .533 and Receive 

any modification information from the bank loading factor is .504 in the first group factors. 

Factor II 

 Free services are providedloading factor is .826, The finance can manage more 

efficiently loading factor is .725, The customer care service is very useful loading factor is 
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.667, very safe and secure financial transactions system loading factor is .653, Minimum cost 

is enough to make the mobile banking transactions loading factor is .606 and The money 

transactions can be process quickly loading factor is .533 in the second group factors. 

Factor III 

 The every transaction can be easily accessloading factor is .826, more convenient for 

payment transactions loading factor is .791 and 24x7 hours facility is available loading factor 

is.624in the third group factors. 

Factor IV 

 Mobile banking increase the statusloading factor is .874 in the fourth group factor. 

IV. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION 

4.1 Major findings 

 More convenient for payment transactions got the highest mean score is 4.54 and Free services are 

provided got the lowest mean score is 3.74. 

 Mobile phone is very familiar device is loaded highly on first factor is .752 

4.2 Suggestions 

 Credit facilities should be given in the proper way 

 Stock oriented activities should be regulated 

 Proper security should be maintained in the money transactions 

 Loan accessibility services may be extended through mobile 

 The fraud advertisements should be strictly restricted 

 Location based services may be implemented in broad way 

 The bank can make awareness programme to the consumers. 

 The solutions should be make for solving the problems in mobile banking. 

 The password crackers should be punish heavily 

 The legal restrictions should be maintain for proper customer care service 

 The transactions can be simplified for the low educated people. 

4.3 Conclusion 

Mobile banking is the latest technology financial transactions used by the customers.  After 

Demonetisation mobile banking rapidly developed in India.  Mobile banking leads to the cashless transactions.  

This study analysed that the customers’ perception about Mobile banking services.  Finally this study concluded 

that the maximum customers strongly agreed the various mobile banking services.  So the future of mobile 

banking is positive.  The latest technologies help to the development of Mobile banking.  The various software 
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institutions provide the facilities to the bankers for growth of Mobile banking.  The customers can utilize these 

Mobile banking applications and services. 
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